It’s your clinical year. Time to get out in the real world of veterinary medicine and start practicing your clinical skills. It’s also time to start making connections with the mentors and hospital teams who will help shape your careers.

YOU CAN DO IT ALL WITH NVA—AND EARN STIPENDS OF UP TO $1,500 PER ROTATION.

You get the clinical experience you need, the connections you want, and a stipend to offset your travel and living expenses.

WHERE ARE THE HOSPITALS? More than 300 NVA hospitals across the U.S. and Canada offer student externships, including General Practice, Specialty/Emergency and Equine hospitals.

HOW MUCH ARE STIPENDS? Travel and housing stipends are based on a hospital’s proximity to a CVM and are as follows: $500 for hospitals within 50 miles of a CVM, $1,000 for hospitals 51-100 miles from a CVM, and $1,500 for hospitals 101+ miles from a CVM. Stipend is given per externship rotation.

WHO IS ELIGIBLE FOR THE STIPEND? Veterinary students currently enrolled in an AVMA accredited CVM program who have started the clinical rotation portion of their education.

HOW LONG ARE THE EXTERNSHIPS? Minimum of two consecutive weeks.

LEARN, CONNECT, AND EARN A STIPEND. WE CAN’T WAIT TO WELCOME YOU INTO OUR HOSPITALS.

NVA is a global veterinary community of over 1,250 independently managed veterinary hospitals committed to creating a community rooted in innovation, compassion, and advanced medicine.